Fatigue and Patient Safety

Abstract: Fatigue and sleep deprivation may affect a health care provider’s skills and communication style, and also may affect clinical outcomes. The National Sleep Foundation recommends 7–9 hours of sleep per night for an adult. However, there are no current guidelines limiting the volume of deliveries and procedures performed by a single individual or on the length of time he or she may be on call. Medical literature has shown that even a single night of missed sleep measurably affects cognitive performance. When adults do not sleep at least 5 hours per night, language and numeric skills, retention of information, short-term memory, and concentration all decrease on standardized testing. Speed of performance may be affected more than accuracy. Sleep deprivation may affect mood to a greater degree than it affects cognitive or motor performance, and, thus, may have a significant effect on a physician’s ability to communicate effectively. To help mitigate resident fatigue, programs must train all faculty members and residents to recognize the signs of fatigue and sleep deprivation. The medical directors of outpatient units and chairs of hospital departments of obstetrics and gynecology may consider developing call schedules and associated policies that balance the need for continuity of care and the health care providers’ need for rest. Designing standardized procedures also may protect against fatigue-related errors. Physicians at all stages in their careers need to be conscious of the demands placed on them professionally and personally and should balance those demands with rest to avoid excessive fatigue or overcommitment.

Recommendations

The American College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists makes the following recommendations regarding fatigue and patient safety:

- Physicians at all stages in their careers need to be conscious of the demands placed on them professionally and personally and should balance those demands with rest to avoid excessive fatigue or overcommitment.
- The medical directors of outpatient units and chairs of hospital departments of obstetrics and gynecology may consider developing call schedules and associated policies that balance the need for continuity of care and the health care providers’ need for rest.
- With the growing concern about the potential consequences of health care provider fatigue on patient safety, physicians should commit to evaluating the effects that fatigue has on their professional and personal lives and should demonstrate willingness to adjust workloads, work hours, and time commitments to avoid fatigue when caring for patients.

Introduction

Physicians are expected to offer safe and effective care to their patients. While individuals develop their clinical skills, they become aware of their own unique strengths and weaknesses. Professionals regularly seek consultations when a problem exceeds their experience or expertise. Seeking assistance when one is fatigued can be viewed similarly. Fatigue may affect a health care provider’s skills and communication style, and also may affect clinical outcomes. However, there are no current guidelines limiting the volume of deliveries and procedures performed by a single individual or on the length of time he or she may be on call. Physicians at all stages in their careers need to be conscious of the demands placed on them professionally and personally and should
balance those demands with rest to avoid excessive fatigue or overcommitment.

**Considerations**

In July 2003, the Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education enacted resident duty-hour limits to promote high-quality learning and safe care in teaching institutions. In its 2008 report, the Institute of Medicine (now known as the National Academy of Medicine) made several recommendations related to resident duty hours, including one that duty hours not exceed 16 hours per shift unless an uninterrupted 5-hour break for sleep is provided (1). In 2011, the Joint Commission published a Sentinel Event Alert describing the effect of fatigue on health care delivery and proposed organizational changes to mitigate its effect on patient safety (2). The 2017 revised Accreditation Council for Graduate Medical Education duty-hour recommendations established new limits on resident duty hours and emphasized the importance of faculty supervision, handoff processes, management of alertness, and fatigue mitigation (3). Clinical and educational work periods for residents must not exceed 24 hours of continuous scheduled clinical assignments and must be limited to no more than 80 hours per week, averaged over a 4-week period. To help mitigate resident fatigue, programs must train all faculty members and residents to recognize the signs of fatigue and sleep deprivation.

Although resident duty-hour limits have attempted to tackle the issue of fatigue in trainees, these limits have not translated conclusively into safer patient care. The hour limits lead to increased sleep duration during the on-call period but are associated with deterioration in education opportunities and interruption in continuity of patient care (4). Increased number of handoffs may be one reason that duty-hour restrictions have not translated into better quality of care. Attention given to quality handoffs in transitions of care is an issue that is becoming more prominent in an era of added work-hour restrictions.

The National Sleep Foundation recommends 7–9 hours of sleep per night for an adult (5). The average U.S. adult sleeps only approximately 7 hours per night. Sleep deprivation can be caused by insufficient sleep, or fragmented sleep, or both. Although there is wide variation in sleep needs, individuals do not get accustomed to less sleep than what is biologically required. One cannot accumulate sleep, and recovery from a period of insufficient sleep requires at least two or three full nights of uninterrupted sleep (6).

Several uncontrolled studies have analyzed the effect of sleep restriction on cognitive function (7–9). One small study compared reaction times and performance on a driving simulator between residents who had ingested alcohol to achieve a blood alcohol level of 0.05 g% but were rested and residents who were on a call rotation every fourth night. They found that performance was comparable (7). Emergency department physicians who were rested have been compared with others on sequential night call (10, 11). The disruption of sleep produced by sequential night call had a significant effect on visual memory and cognitive performance. Study conclusions are mixed regarding the effect of fatigue on performance. One study that examined the risk of complications by attending physicians after performing nighttime procedures found an increased rate of surgical complications when physicians had sleep opportunities of less than 6 hours (12). Conversely, another large study found that the risks of adverse outcomes of elective daytime procedures were similar whether or not the physician had provided medical services the previous night (13). The different outcomes in these studies may be explained by the complexity of the postcall procedure being performed. In a study from a busy obstetric unit, a larger percentage of infants with a cord pH of 7.1 were born between midnight and 8 AM; in the same study, there was a trend toward a larger number of anal sphincter injuries between those hours (14). In one study looking at the patient’s point of view, 80% of patients would request a different treating physician if they were informed that their physician had been working longer than 24 hours (15).

Several reviews of the medical literature show that even a single night of missed sleep measurably affects cognitive performance (16–18). When adults do not sleep at least 5 hours per night, language and numeric skills, retention of information, short-term memory, and concentration all decrease on standardized testing. Speed of performance may be affected more than accuracy. For example, surgeons operated more slowly in simulated procedures when sleep deprived, and emergency department physicians took longer to intubate a mannequin (18).

However, in the health care delivery arena, there is no clear evidence that restricting work hours improves patient outcomes. Several potential explanations for this exist. In the residency training setting, work-hour restrictions with the creation of a night-float system has not been shown to decrease fatigue. Repeated episodes of working at night may result in sleep deprivation because physicians find themselves unable to fully rest during the day. Even a single night of complete sleep loss can require up to 3 days for recovery (11, 19).

Memory consolidation and insight formation require sleep. Sleep-deprived adults tend to exhibit impaired complex problem-solving skills and continue using solutions that do not work (20). The need for sleep, like the need for food, can affect decision making. Fatigue may drive individuals to avoid certain work responsibilities as a way to deal with sleep deprivation. Safe and effective care requires mindful communication between the patient and the physician and between the physician and other caregivers. Sleep deprivation may affect mood to a greater degree than it affects cognitive or motor performance and may have a significant effect on a physician’s ability to communicate effectively (17). Emotionally
exhausted clinicians are less capable of engaging in positive interpersonal teamwork (21).

Medical directors of outpatient units and chairs of hospital departments may consider developing call schedules and associated policies that balance the need for continuity of care and the health care providers’ need for rest. Because some physicians may not be able to gauge the extent of their own fatigue or may be reluctant to voice it, they may be helpful for hospital leadership to establish processes that provide the necessary support for those who either self-identify or are recognized by others to be fatigued. It may be prudent to give physicians the opportunity to postpone tasks that can be performed more safely later. Fatigue may arise from obligations outside the workplace. Some hospital departments have systems that encourage collaboration between independent practices when a health care provider has not had a sufficient period of uninterrupted sleep. Hospital leadership could consider designing standardized procedures that protect against fatigue-related errors. However, all fatigue is not avoidable in a specialty attending to births and emergencies that occur at all hours.

Conclusions

There is increasing awareness within the patient safety movement that fatigue, even as partial sleep deprivation, can impair performance. Although many of the studies cited imply that increased physician rest may enhance quality of care, the data from those studies are mixed in their ability to support this claim. Additional research on the effects of fatigue on the performance of experienced health care providers is necessary to obtain evidence-based data to guide the formulation of national guidelines around this issue. The ultimate effect on clinical patient outcomes remains inconclusive. With the growing concern about the potential consequences of health care provider fatigue on patient safety, physicians should evaluate the effects that fatigue has on their professional and personal lives and should demonstrate a willingness to adjust workloads, work hours, and time commitments to avoid fatigue when caring for patients.
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